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The example and endurance of Fidel Castro's ideas (1926-2016) in Cuba were the
focus on Friday of messages from social media users on a worldwide tweet in
honor of the historic leader of the Cuban Revolution.
The Cuban Institute of Friendship with the Peoples (ICAP) organized the meeting
on its institutional Facebook and Twitter accounts, @alwayswithcuba, to
commemorate on November 25 the second anniversary of the physical
disappearance of the Cuban leader.
With the hashtags #AlwaysComander, #FidelCastro, #IAmFidel, #SolidarityCuba
and #WeAreContunity, Cuban institutions and citizens joined the tribute with
remembrances of Fidel's speeches on internationalism, solidarity and the defense
of Cuba's sovereignty.
The ICAP stressed in several messages the popular and irrevocable nature of the
social process developed in Cuba since January 1, 1959, with the triumph of the
Revolution.
'This is the socialist and democratic revolution of the humble, with the humble and
for the humble. And for this Revolution of the humble, with the humble and for the
humble, we are willing to give our lives', the Cuban organization published on
Twitter.
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The Ministry of Foreign Affairs posted on its @Cubaminrex account that 'the
principles and dignity of the Cuban people are non-negotiable. The example of our
#Commander-in-Chief guides every doctor, every Cuban and every noble
revolutionary.
It also expressed the continuity of the Revolution.
In this regard, the Young Communists League (UJC) hifhlighted that Fidel Castro's
ideology is valid in the new generations of Cubans.
Through its user @UJCuba, it also noted that Fidel was the best pupil of National
Hero Jose Marti, and the legacy of the leader of the Cuban Revolution invites to
reflect permanently on the validity of the Apostle in Fidel's thought.
The Ministry of Public Health recalled the internationalist principle always
defended by the Commander in Chief.
In its account @MINSAPCuba it siad, 'In international relations we practice our
solidarity with actions, not with beautiful words(...),' a fragment of one of the
Cuban leader's speeches.
The Ministry of Culture agreed on @CubaCultura that 'the father of the Cuban
Revolution has extended a generous hand to needy peoples and has placed
solidarity and integration at the center of Cuba's foreign policy.
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